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Abstract 20 

Understanding the rate and time evolution of gas release from natural gas hydrate systems is important when 21 

evaluating the potential of gas hydrate as a future energy source, or the impact of gas from hydrate on 22 

climate. The release of gas from hydrate is heavily influenced by a number of factors, many of which vary 23 

through the hydrate system. The fundamental heterogeneity of natural gas hydrate systems is often poorly 24 

represented in models. Here we simulate depressurisation-induced gas production from a single vertical well 25 

in 34 models with heterogeneous 2D distributions of hydrate that include layered, columnar or random 26 

configurations and comparable models with homogenous saturation distributions. We found that the 27 

temporal evolution of gas production rate follows a consistent trend for all models, but at any time the gas 28 

production rate across the models varied by up to ±35% in the first year of production, and by up to ±25% 29 

thereafter. The primary control on the gas production rate is the overall amount of hydrate in the system, but 30 

local variations in hydrate saturation cause significant fluctuations in the time evolution of production. 31 

These hydrate variations can cause changes in the gas flow path through the system and associated drops in 32 

gas production rate continuing for multiple years. Overall, our results suggest that small levels of 33 

heterogeneity in hydrate systems can cause variations in the gas production rate similar in scale to much 34 

larger variations in homogenous systems. Our work provides an error margin for previously modelled gas 35 

production rates, and a note of caution for potential commercial development of gas hydrate. 36 

Keywords 37 
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1. Introduction 39 

There is ongoing global interest in the potential development of gas hydrates as an unconventional energy 40 

source, to contribute to growing global demand of cleaner fossil fuel resources. Gas hydrates are solid-ice 41 

compounds containing molecules of gas, normally methane, within voids in regular crystalline structures 42 

(Sloan and Koh, 2007). This structure enables each cubic metre of gas hydrate to contain up to 180 cubic 43 

metres of gas at standard pressure and temperature conditions, that can potentially be released through 44 

conventional technology, making hydrate an energy-dense fuel source (Sloan, 2003). Gas hydrates form in 45 
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hydrocarbon systems at high pressures and low temperatures. Accordingly, natural hydrates are found 46 

primarily onshore in permafrost areas and offshore beneath continental slopes and deep waters. In polar 47 

areas, because of their low seabed temperatures, hydrate can be found in relatively shallow waters. The 48 

global volume of recoverable gas contained within gas hydrates is believed to be comparable in scale to 49 

global conventional gas resources (Chong et al., 2016). This abundance has motivated pilot testing of natural 50 

gas production from hydrates in prominent markets including Japan, China and the United States (Anderson 51 

et al., 2014; Konno et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018). 52 

Numerical simulation of gas production from hydrate reservoirs is used as with conventional resources, to 53 

test production schemes and determine the productivity of specific reservoirs. Several simplifications are 54 

made when approximating real-world hydrate provinces with numerical models, including the representation 55 

of the hydrate-bearing domain. Complex distributions of hydrate are frequently modelled as a homogenous 56 

volume (e.g. Kim et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2018), or as a sequence of 57 

layers with constant hydrate saturation (e.g. Chen et al., 2018a; Feng et al., 2019; Yuan et al., 2017). Natural 58 

systems rarely display this level of homogeneity, as small compositional variations or structural 59 

irregularities will alter how hydrate is distributed (Behseresht and Bryant, 2012). Some recent modelling 60 

seeks to improve accuracy to the real world by introducing heterogeneity based upon available well data 61 

(Ajayi et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2018). However, there has been limited study on how significant modelling 62 

assumptions on hydrate saturation are for final production values (Bhade and Phirani, 2015; Nandanwar et 63 

al., 2016; Reagan et al., 2010). Techniques for quantifying subsurface hydrate also carry some error (Riedel 64 

et al., 2010), so even a perfect model of available data may be subtly different to the real world situation it is 65 

representing.  66 

Our chosen model environment is the Alaskan Mount Elbert system, a cold, multi-layered hydrate formation 67 

onshore beneath the Prudhoe Bay area of the Alaskan North Slope. We use this site because it has been the 68 

subject of hydrate research for almost 50 years (Collett et al., 2011a), has well log data available, and there 69 

are published modelling studies with which we can compare our results (Hunter et al., 2011). Previous 70 

models suggest that the commercial potential of this hydrate system is low (Moridis et al., 2011). Here we 71 
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focus on providing general, process-based insights into the effect of hydrate saturation heterogeneity on gas 72 

production and do not seek to optimise the production process. We explore hydrate saturation as it has a 73 

direct impact on whether a gas hydrate reservoir is considered a prospective target (Boswell et al., 2015), 74 

and also alters the hydrological and thermal response of the system (Tamaki et al., 2017). Our work provides 75 

insight into how heterogeneity affects gas production and the associated implications for future hydrate 76 

exploitation.    77 

2. Methods 78 

We used the TOUGH+Hydrate simulator for multi-phase fluid and heat transport in gas hydrate bearing 79 

media. TOUGH+Hydrate models hydrate dissociation or formation, as a kinetic or equilibrium process, and 80 

the associated phase changes amongst four possible phases (gas, liquid, solid-ice, solid-hydrate). We 81 

assumed an equilibrium hydrate reaction, as it is less computationally intensive while giving very similar 82 

results on our modelling scale (Kowalsky and Moridis, 2007).  TOUGH+Hydrate can simulate three 83 

production methods or combinations thereof, depressurisation, thermal stimulation or the use of an inhibitor 84 

(Moridis, 2008) and has been used extensively in similar hydrate modelling problems, thus validating our 85 

approach (Li et al., 2016).  86 

Gas hydrate has been encountered throughout the North Slope in six units (designated A-F), which range 87 

from metres to tens of metres thick (Collett, 1993). Our model includes the two hydrate bearing layers that 88 

were cored in 2007 (Hunter et al., 2011), C and D, with unit D used as the primary model production target 89 

(Figure 1). We have used existing well log data and production simulation parameters as the basis for our 90 

modelling (Table 1). Unit D is a 13.4 m thick gas hydrate bearing layer at 616.4 – 627.9 m depth, and unit C 91 

is a 16 m gas hydrate bearing layer from 650 – 666 m depth, with some layered structure with significantly 92 

lower hydrate saturation than the unit overall (Collett et al., 2011b). Gas hydrate saturation in the layers has 93 

been estimated at 50 – 80% from resistivity modelling, acoustic and shear wave velocities and core sampling 94 

(Collett et al., 2011b). For our baseline homogeneous model we chose 55% saturation as representative for 95 

unit D, and 50% saturation for unit C. We conducted two other homogeneous tests with saturations ±5% 96 

from these values. In our heterogeneous models saturation varied between 30 – 70%. We assumed the non-97 

hydrate-bearing layers to be fully aqueous saturated initially. 98 
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 99 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of our 2D radially symmetric model used (left) and the numerical mesh used (right). 100 

Note that the variation in cell size in the radial axis is on a logarithmic scale. 101 

Our model uses an evolving porous medium approach, in which hydrate changes affect the intrinsic 102 

permeability of the medium but not the capillary pressure. Relative permeability and capillary pressure are 103 

controlled by the equations and parameters given in Table 1. We have used values of these specific 104 

parameters that are equal to those used in previous studies on Mt Elbert to allow our results to be compared. 105 

We recognise that experimental studies suggest different values for some of these parameters (Mahabadi et 106 

al., 2016; Mahabadi and Jang, 2014).     107 

  108 
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Table 1: Numerical parameters of different layers used in our model 

Parameter  Value Reference 

Rock grain density 

(kg/m3) 

 2700 (Winters et al., 2011) 

Rock grain specific 

heat (J/kg/C) 

 1000 (Anderson et al., 2011) 

Porosity Unit D 0.4 (Winters et al., 2011) 

 Unit C 0.35 (Winters et al., 2011) 

 Other lithologies 0.3 (Winters et al., 2011) 

Isotropic permeability 

(m2) 

Unit D 1e-12 (Winters et al., 2011) 

 Unit C 7e-13 (Winters et al., 2011) 

 Other lithologies 5e-14 (Winters et al., 2011) 

Saturated heat 

conductivity  

Unit D 2.20 (Waite et al., 2009) 

(W/m/C) Unit C 2.50 (Waite et al., 2009) 

 Other lithologies 2.85 (Waite et al., 2009) 

Relative permeability   
𝑘𝑟𝐴 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {0, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {[

𝑆𝐴 − 𝑆𝑖𝑟𝐴

1 − 𝑆𝑖𝑟𝐴
]

𝑛

, 1}} 

𝑘𝑟𝐺 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {0, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {[
𝑆𝐺 − 𝑆𝑖𝑟𝐺

1 − 𝑆𝑖𝑟𝐺
]

𝑛𝐺

, 1}} 

(Stone, 1970) 

SirA
   0.20 (Moridis et al., 2011) 

SirG
   0.02 (Moridis et al., 2011) 

n   4.50 (Anderson et al., 2011) 

nG
   3.10 (Anderson et al., 2011) 

Capillary pressure  
𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑝 = −𝑃0 [(𝑆∗)−

1
𝜆 − 1]

1−𝜆

,   

𝑆∗ =
(𝑆𝐴 − 𝑆𝑖𝑟𝐴)

(𝑆𝑚𝑥𝐴 − 𝑆𝑖𝑟𝐴)
 

−𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑝 ≤ 0 

(van Genuchten, 1980)   

λ   0.77437 (Moridis et al., 2011) 

SirA  0.3 (Anderson et al., 2011) 

1/P0  0.001  

Pmax (pa)  1e5  

SmxA
   1 (Moridis and Reagan, 

2011) 

 109 

The model domain is a 2D radial section (r,z) composed of 7622 cells (Figure 1). In the z-axis the model is 110 

72 cells high, each cell being one metre in height. Radially, cell width varies logarithmically from tens of 111 

centimetres adjacent to the well, to tens of metres at the maximum model radius, 1000 m away from the 112 

well. The well cells have a width of 0.1 m, commensurate with the wellbore radius. The well is represented 113 

by a pseudo-medium with high porosity (100% pore space) and a relatively low permeability (≈1e-12 m2). 114 
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The well is only connected to the formation in the uppermost 5 m of the hydrate bearing layer D (Figure 1) 115 

and elsewhere well cells are only connected vertically to other well cells. This configuration simulates a 116 

perforated well section in the producing section of the target reservoir as the only exchange point for fluids 117 

between the well and its surroundings. We use a relatively low well permeability to reduce the 118 

computational cost of each simulation; a necessity for the number of models used in this work. This 119 

permeability assumption does not affect our analysis because we measure the gas production rate at the 120 

perforated section of the well where gas enters from the reservoir, and not at the top of the well.  121 

Our modelling workflow is illustrated in Figure 2. We fix the pressure and temperature conditions at the 122 

bottom, top and right boundaries of the model, and the well acts as the left boundary about which the model 123 

is radially symmetrical. The 2D simulations were initialised to regional thermal and hydrostatic equilibrium 124 

conditions using available data (Hunter et al., 2011; Lee and Collett, 2011, Figure 3). Initial model 125 

temperature varies linearly with depth from 2.5 °C to 4 °C, with temperature in unit D between 2.6 and 2.8 126 

°C. Unit D pressure increases linearly with depth from 6.7 to 6.8 MPa, with solid hydrate at this temperature 127 

beginning dissociation at pressure between 3 to 4 MPa. 128 
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cells to the well

Assign hydrate saturation (Sh) to cells sequentially from the well

Sh(x+1,y(n)) = Sh(x,y(n)) × random integer{-1,0,1} × variation

Sh(x,y(1:n)) = Sh(x,y)

Sh(x+1,y) = Sh(x,y) × random integer{-1,0,1} × variation

Sh(x+1,y(1:n)) = Sh(x+1,y)

Sh(x(n),y(n)) = random{min saturation,...,max saturation}

Use another grid with the same 

dimensions as the saturation grid

Assign a random integer 

{1,2, ,99,100} in first column

(value of 1 will result in a cell  

becoming hydrate-free)

Every subsequent column:
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every other cell 

value is converted 

to one 
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 129 

Figure 2: Workflow illustration showing the main stages in model development and the methods used to 130 

generate different types of heterogeneous model.   131 
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 132 

Figure 3: Imposed change in pressure and temperature conditions from initial stable state to production at the well. 133 

Pressure axis is logarithmic. Hydrate production conditions were reached by first reducing pressure and increasing 134 

temperature over 60 hours (initial to transitional conditions), then by reducing pressure to the production pressure 135 

over 12 hours (transitional to production conditions), and finally by maintaining the temperature and pressure at 136 

production conditions for 30 years.    137 

We generated 34 heterogeneous models with three classes of hydrate distribution to explore changing this 138 

aspect affects gas production rate. Models are broadly classified as layered, columnar or random (Figure 4). 139 

The majority of the models used in our study were layered models (n=23, Figure 4a) as natural hydrate is 140 

most commonly distributed in layered formations (Cook et al., 2012; Lee and Collett, 2013). To generate 141 

layered models, the cells horizontally adjacent to the well margin in the hydrate bearing layers were 142 

assigned a hydrate saturation from well log data. For some layered models these saturations were continued 143 

unchanged radially across the entire hydrate bearing layer, generating models with constant saturation 144 

hydrate layers. In other layered models, saturation in each cell was varied following a random walk from 145 

their near-well neighbour cell where the saturation of each subsequent cell in the same layer either increases 146 

or decreases by a given amount or stays the same, creating layered models with variation along rows in the 147 

radial direction (Figure 2). The variation in the random walk between horizontally neighbouring cells was 148 
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set at a constant value of 2.5% or 10% in individual models, to generate models with different degrees of 149 

heterogeneity.  150 

We generated fewer columnar and random models as the natural hydrate distributions that these represent 151 

are less common in nature than layered formations. Columnar models may represent gas hydrate forming 152 

around vertical fluid escape structures (e.g. Lüdmann and Wong, 2003). In columnar models (n=6, Figure 153 

4b), hydrate saturations were allocated to entire columns of cells in each hydrate layer. Values for column 154 

saturations were either chosen randomly from the known well log saturation values, or alternatively the well 155 

adjacent column was allocated a saturation of 55% and each subsequent column randomly increased or 156 

decreased in saturation by 2% or stayed at the same saturation as their near well neighbour column. Random 157 

models may represent biogenic hydrate generation, from within the hydrate bearing layer. In fully random 158 

models (n=5, Figure 4c) the hydrate saturation of each cell in the hydrate bearing layers was allocated a 159 

random saturation from a continuous sample space with a constrained maximum (75%) and minimum (25%) 160 

saturation. To add further heterogeneity to all models, hydrate-free regions were seeded in the hydrate 161 

bearing layers.  Hydrate-free regions were seeded randomly from the well outwards with each individual cell 162 

given a 1% chance of being made hydrate-free,  unless the near-well neighbour to a cell was a hydrate-free 163 

cell as this  increased the chance of a cell being randomly seeded as hydrate-free to 50%. This approach 164 

created connected hydrate-free regions that represent areas where hydrate may not have formed due to local 165 

structural or compositional variations. All models are listed in the supplementary material, Table T1. 166 

  167 
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 168 

Figure 4: Examples of (a) layered, (b) columnar, and (c) random models of hydrate saturation. Models are in initial 169 

state prior to any depressurisation taking place. These models also show connected hydrate-free regions as irregular 170 

areas of zero hydrate saturation within the hydrate bearing layers. In all other models the locations of hydrate-free 171 

regions were varied. Horizontal scale is logarithmic.  172 

We stimulated hydrate dissociation using depressurisation from a single vertical well. Depressurisation is 173 

chosen as the production mechanism as it is seen as the most likely commercial hydrate production method 174 

(Demirbas, 2010; Li et al., 2010). We impose a constant bottom-hole pressure of 3 MPa in the connected 175 

well section (Figure 1). To reach this pressure we use a two stage pressure drop, initially dropping pressure 176 

to the pressure at which dissociation is about to commence, then dropping pressure to the 3 MPa final 177 
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condition (Figure 3). This well pressure destabilises solid hydrate under the thermodynamic conditions of 178 

our model system, but it is not below the quadruple point pressure, limiting ice formation in the system. 179 

Similar to previous modelling studies on depressurisation-induced, hydrate-source gas production at Mt 180 

Elbert (Moridis et al., 2011), we imposed a temperature of 5 °C in the connected well section throughout 181 

production to promote hydrate dissociation and to counteract partially the endothermic nature of the 182 

dissociation process. Our target reservoir at Mt Elbert is only 2 – 3 °C pre-production (Lee and Collett, 183 

2011), meaning heat input is necessary to continue hydrate dissociation, maintain gas flow and prevent ice 184 

blockages developing at the interface between the well and the reservoir. The imposed pressure and 185 

temperature conditions for production are only fixed in the 5 m well section connected to the formation. Our 186 

production scenario was maintained for 30 years to simulate the operational lifespan of a typical gas well. 187 

Gas production rate was measured by gas flow into the well. Although also present in the model, unit C was 188 

not actively targeted for depressurisation. 189 

We quantified each heterogeneous saturation distribution using a series of summary statistics including the 190 

arithmetic mean hydrate saturation, a weighted mean, and a weighted mean considering only the closest half 191 

of the model to the well. We applied weighting schemes to the mean to assign less weight to hydrate further 192 

from the well and more weight to hydrate that will potentially dissociate. Since we are modelling the effect 193 

of heterogeneous hydrate saturation on gas production only material that dissociates or is between 194 

dissociating material and the well will influenced the measured gas production at the well. We tested for 195 

correlation and potential causation using the Pearson correlation coefficient between each summary statistic 196 

and gas production rate at 5 year intervals.  197 

3. Results 198 

We ran 34 heterogeneous models, of which 23 had a layered hydrate configuration, 6 had a columnar 199 

hydrate configuration and 5 had a random hydrate configuration and 3 homogeneous hydrate saturation 200 

models. All model configurations show similar time evolution of gas production rate (Figure 5). Gas 201 

production rate was normalised to the homogeneous 55% hydrate saturation profile to illustrate deviation 202 

from this profile. The initial rate of gas production is an instantaneous maximum, double or triple the 203 
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standard rate of production in most cases, with variation across all models of ±35% from the homogeneous 204 

55% hydrate saturation model. The initial high rate of production declines by two thirds within the next five 205 

years, after which production rate remains between 0.001 and 0.002 Sm3/s for all models throughout. In the 206 

homogeneous models gas production was highest with 60% hydrate saturation and lowest with 50% hydrate 207 

saturation (Figure 5). Gas production rate from heterogeneous distributions varies by up to 25% from the 208 

homogeneous distribution after the first five years until the end of our simulation (Figure 5). After dropping 209 

initially, production rate increases again to a second peak. In all cases a second maximum rate of gas 210 

production occurs between 8 to 11 years after production begins (Figure 6). After this second peak, 211 

production rate in all scenarios gradual declines towards long-term values of about 0.001 Sm3/s. Our 212 

production rates are similar to those observed for other modelling studies in the same area (e.g. Moridis et 213 

al., 2011). Heterogeneous production scenarios on average produce less gas than the homogeneous baseline 214 

(Figure 7). The largest variation in gas production rate outside the first year across all models occurs at the 215 

same time as the secondary peak in production rate, although this maximum variation is only caused by the 216 

behaviour of model 11 (Figure 7). If this model is excluded, the relative difference in gas production rate 217 

between all models remains at about 15% from 5 years to the end of production (Figure 5). The time 218 

evolution of gas production rate shows the balance between the expansion of the depressurisation front and 219 

the increasing distance that the produced gas has to migrate to reach the well. Initial high production rate is 220 

caused by dissociation of hydrate directly adjacent to the connected well section, as gas generated can 221 

immediately enter the well. This initial stage is where the highest spread in gas production rate is observed, 222 

as gas production is only dependent on the cells immediately adjacent to the perforated well section, and the 223 

mean saturation for this region can be substantially different between models. A second production rate peak 224 

occurs at the optimum balance between expansion of the depressurisation front, increasing hydrate 225 

dissociation, and increasing distance for produced gas to migrate to the well. 226 

 227 
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 228 

Figure 5: Time evolution of gas production rate at the perforated section of the well for all models normalised to the 229 

gas production rate for the homogenous 55% hydrate saturation model (inset).  230 

 231 

 232 

Figure 6: Boxplot of lag time to second production peak across all models. Crosses show outliers, where the time is 233 

more than 1.5 times the interquartile range above the upper quartile.  234 
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 235 

Figure 7: (a) Time evolution of gas production rate at the perforated well section for all heterogeneous hydrate 236 

distribution models, normalised to the homogeneous 55% hydrate saturation model. (b) Time evolution of hydrate 237 

bearing unit D in heterogeneous model 11 with a mean hydrate saturation of 54.9% over the full production run. 238 

Colours indicate new hydrate-free regions at the time indicated, and remaining hydrate after 30 years of production. 239 

The overall pattern of gas production rate is very similar irrespective of the hydrate saturation distribution 240 

(Figure 8). Layered models exhibit higher variation in production rate than other distributions due to the 241 

higher number of layered models (n=23) compared to columnar (n=6) and random (n=5) models. Random 242 

models show gas production rate consistently ≤10% lower than the other two hydrate saturation distributions 243 
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primarily because random models contain less hydrate on average (mean hydrate saturation in random 244 

models = 46.8%) than other models (mean hydrate saturation in all heterogeneous models = 52.0%,)  245 

 246 

Figure 8: Individually plotted gas production profiles at the perforated section of the well in each heterogeneous a) 247 

layered, b) columnar and c) random hydrate distribution model normalised to the homogeneous 55% hydrate 248 

saturation model. Red lines show the average gas production rate profile for each model class. 249 

In all models at the end of gas production the dissociation front in unit D has a convex shape resulting from 250 

preferential hydrate loss at the top and base of the layer (Figure 7), as this is where heat flux from the 251 

surrounding material is the largest (Pooladi-Darvish and Hong, 2011). After 10 years hydrate fully 252 

dissociates from the closest ≈10 m to the well, and by the end of 30 years full hydrate dissociation occurs 253 

from the next ≈10 m, although the dissociation front extends further radially at the base and especially at the 254 

top of unit D, where for some models dissociation occurs across the entire model. The total penetration 255 
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depth of the dissociation front and distance is closely similar for all models. This indicates that in our 256 

models penetration depth of dissociation is primarily controlled by the depressurisation conditions, and is 257 

mostly independent of hydrate saturation.  258 

There is a moderate positive correlation between initial mean hydrate saturation and gas production rate 259 

throughout, (0.5< r <0.67, p<0.005, Figure 7), with the strongest correlation at 15 and 20 years (0.66< r 260 

<0.69, p<0.005, Figure 7). Moderate to high positive correlations between mean saturation and gas 261 

production rate indicate that increasing the amount of hydrate in the system increases gas production rate. 262 

More hydrate available to dissociate contains a greater volume of trapped gas, which can be released to give 263 

a higher production rate over time. When separated by configuration, layered models show similar 264 

correlation strengths in a similar pattern to the overall trend (Figure 9), indicating that layered models 265 

dominate the overall correlations as they comprise a significant proportion of the overall total of models. 266 

The correlations calculated for columnar models alone are not significant (P>0.005) due to the small number 267 

of columnar models. At some times the correlation for random models is significant, but the same general 268 

trend is observed for random models as layered and there are significantly fewer random models so these 269 

contribute less than the layered models to the overall trend. The weighting scheme increases the strength of 270 

correlation (0.53< r <0.78, p<0.005, Figure 9). In an attempt to further improve the correlation, and using 271 

the fact that penetration depth is similar across all models, we also applied a weighting only using the closest 272 

half of the model to the well, as this region approximately encompasses the part of the model which 273 

experiences hydrate dissociation due to depressurisation. The result of this second weighting scheme gives a 274 

slight further increase to the strength of the correlation (0.53< r <0.82, p<0.005, Figure 9). This correlation 275 

does not consider the contributions to gas production that occur from outside the closest half of the model to 276 

the well, especially within the last ten years of production. All correlation summary statistics are presented 277 

in the supplementary material, Table T2.   278 

 279 
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 280 

Figure 9: Correlation and confidence values between different estimates of mean hydrate saturation and gas 281 

production rate at the perforated section of the well for different model samples. (a) Correlation and (b) confidence 282 

values between mean hydrate saturation and gas production rate for the three classes of heterogeneous hydrate 283 

distribution models considered. (c) Correlation and (d) confidence values between different estimations of mean 284 

hydrate saturation and gas production rate for all heterogeneous hydrate distribution models. (e) Correlation and (f) 285 

confidence values between mean hydrate saturation and gas production rate for all heterogeneous hydrate 286 

distribution models  grouped into five different sampling sets. In (c) symbols plot on top of each other. 287 

4. Discussion 288 

The number of models and their degrees of variation in hydrate mean saturation and distribution are 289 

sufficient to identify, but not precisely quantify, impacts from these two parameters independently, as we 290 

varied hydrate mean saturation and distribution in our heterogeneous hydrate models concurrently. For 291 
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further analysis we have divided the total range of models into classes based upon the difference between 292 

model hydrate mean saturation and the 55% mean hydrate saturation used in our initial homogenous model. 293 

In this way we isolate the impact from hydrate distribution by considering differences in production for all 294 

models with similar mean hydrate saturations. By separating the models based upon their mean hydrate 295 

saturation, reliable moderate to high correlations between initial means and gas production rates only 296 

emerge at all times when reaching variations in saturation of ±11% from the homogenous distribution 297 

(Figure 9e, f). This observation suggests that mean hydrate saturation is not the only influence on gas 298 

production rate, and is only the primary influence when  total hydrate saturation differs significantly 299 

between models. For all other groups and times we obtain low or non-significant correlations (Figure 9e, f), 300 

likely suggesting that system heterogeneity is causing the observed variations in gas production rate. 301 

Sampling all of the heterogeneous production scenarios with mean hydrate saturations of 55±0.5% 302 

irrespective of model type (layered, columnar and homogeneous) shows that the scale of variation in gas 303 

production rate is larger than between homogeneous distributions with saturations of 55±5% (Figure 5). This 304 

result suggests that large local differences in hydrate saturation, which are masked when considering the 305 

volume as a whole, can generate significant variations in gas production rate. Therefore, using a range of 306 

homogeneous distributions to estimate error may not be sufficient to encompass the variation in gas 307 

production rate resulting from natural hydrate distribution heterogeneity.  308 

The lag between production initialisation and peak production rate as identified before (e.g. Anderson et al., 309 

2011), is likely caused by the high water production in hydrate dissociation. Excess water must be removed 310 

before gas is produced and also requires free gas in the system to build until it becomes a mobile phase 311 

(Walsh et al., 2009). The lag to maximum production has been shown to be mesh dependent (Boswell et al., 312 

2017), but this factor will influence the overall lag times exhibited by all models, and cannot explain the 313 

differences in lag times shown in this study between models using the same mesh. In our models, 314 

differences in hydrate saturation cause variations in free water content, liquid and gas permeabilities, 315 

sediment thermal conductivity, and the volume of water produced from hydrate dissociation. The 316 

combination of these factors causes the variability in lag times between our models (Figure 6). Over time the 317 

propagation rate of the dissociation front in the radial direction decreases as a lower absolute pressure 318 
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decrease due to depressurisation at the well is experienced at greater distances from the well. Additionally, 319 

the produced gas has to migrate further over time to reach the wellbore. Both factors result in a gradual 320 

decline in gas production rate in all models after the first 10 years of production. In a commercial 321 

development several production wells may be used with a well spacing lower than the 1 km radial distance 322 

of our model (Wilson et al., 2011). Closer well spacing would reduce the migration distance for any 323 

produced gas and also contribute to pressure reduction, if depressurisation is applied at different production 324 

wells, reducing the decay in gas production over time. By imposing constant depressurisation conditions we 325 

do not include the impact of suspensions in depressurisation that would necessarily occur in production and 326 

may cause hydrate reformation. However, the focus of our work is comparing dissociation in different 327 

hydrate deposits and not attempting to optimise production approaches. 328 

The layers above and below unit D are not modelled here as totally impermeable as assumed in some prior 329 

modelling studies (e.g. Chejara et al., 2013; Moridis et al., 2011). We observe that depressurisation 330 

propagates into the lower hydrate bearing layer, unit C, causing gas production at the top of unit C, despite 331 

our model not directly targeting the layer for production. Gas produced from unit C has to migrate slowly 332 

through the lower permeability material between the two hydrate bearing layers before it contributes to 333 

production. This contribution begins ≈10 years after production starts. Before this time pressure  driven gas 334 

flow dominates over buoyancy driven flow and so some gas generated from unit D is driven by pressure into 335 

the layer beneath, between units C and D. Gas saturations in the material between the two hydrate bearing 336 

layers, with gas contributed from both hydrate bearing layers, reach 10% after 30 years (Figure 10 and 337 

supplementary material Video V1). The contribution of non-targeted units is an important consideration 338 

when producing hydrate from layered formations. Also, the permeable overburden does not perfectly seal 339 

the system, resulting in a fraction of produced gas entering the overburden and not contributing to 340 

production. There is no ready pathway for gas escape from the overburden, so gas saturations can reach 15% 341 

compared to 5-10% in the hydrate bearing layer. The permeability of the overburden is especially significant 342 

as hydrate dissociation propagates preferentially along the top surface of unit D, from where produced gas 343 

can immediately enter the overburden. In commercial production the fluid connected region of the well to 344 

the formation may need expansion into the overburden to capture this escaped gas.  345 
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 346 

Figure 10: Gas saturation in the layered hydrate model shown in Figure 4a after 30 years of production. 347 

 348 

When the dissociation front encounters a hydrate-free region, the deficiency leads to a drop in gas 349 

production rate while the hydrate-free region forms part of the active system. The hydrate-free region may 350 

promote dissociation further from the well as the pressure wave propagates more easily in the hydrate-free 351 

region. In this case however, increasing the range of dissociation does not necessarily increase gas 352 

production rate, as gas produced from additionally affected hydrate has further distance to migrate to reach 353 

the well. Heterogeneous model 11 (Figure 7) shows effects of both mean hydrate saturation and hydrate 354 

distribution. Heterogeneous model 11 is a layered model with a mean saturation (54.9%) that is close to the 355 

mean saturation of the initial homogeneous model (55%) but hydrate distribution, and specifically the 356 

presence of a large hydrate-free region in the active zone of the hydrate-bearing layer caused a 5 year period 357 

where gas production rate is 15% below the average production profile for heterogeneous models (Figure 358 

7a). Before the dissociation front reached this hydrate-free region, and once dissociation has passed this 359 

hydrate-free region, gas production rate has a normalised value of 1 (Figure 7a), indicating a gas production 360 

rate near-identical to that of the homogeneous model with near-identical hydrate saturation. The hydrate-361 
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bearing layer of our studied system has a very high permeability (10-12 m2), allowing the migration of 362 

produced gas to the well to outpace the propagation rate of the dissociation front, and lowering the chance 363 

for secondary hydrate reformation.  As such, the production rate is mainly controlled by the presence or 364 

absence of hydrate at the dissociation front at any given time. Accordingly, regions with significant 365 

saturation variation in similar natural systems can cause multi-year periods of irregular gas production rates 366 

compared to expected estimates from equivalent homogeneous models.  367 

Gas flow in our model generates pathways preferentially avoiding high hydrate saturation regions which 368 

have relatively low permeability. The overall high permeability of our modelled hydrate-bearing layer 369 

allows ready creation of fluid pathways around any high hydrate saturation regions acting as temporary 370 

barriers. This can lead to isolated regions without gas within the hydrate bearing layer as a result of local 371 

high hydrate saturation conditions (Figures 10 and 11 and supplementary material Video V1). Due to 372 

preferential hydrate dissociation along the top surface of unit D, gas is present across the width of the model, 373 

but not through the entire depth of the hydrate layer. In Figure 11a gas generated at the top of unit D has 374 

travelled down to a hydrate-free region within the layer, and then preferentially towards the well using the 375 

low hydrate saturation layers at the top of unit D and at 620 m depth, avoiding high hydrate saturation 376 

regions. By contrast, in Figure 11b a series of high hydrate saturation layers provides a more effective 377 

barrier to gas flow that also explains the lower gas production rate in heterogeneous model 11 over the 378 

period 10 - 15 years after gas production begins. Compared to the model in Figure 11a, gas generated at the 379 

top of unit D has to migrate deeper into unit D before it finds a lower saturation pathway at 622 m to migrate 380 

to the well. Figure 11b also shows the impact of radial variation of hydrate saturation within a broadly 381 

layered model, as gas follows the layer at 620 m depth, until increasing hydrate saturation decreases 382 

permeability sufficiently to hinder gas flow. In layered hydrate distributions, low hydrate saturation layers 383 

provide pathways for lateral flow of gas until a radial change in hydrate saturation occurs. The hydrate-free 384 

regions in our domain provide routes for gas to transfer between layers as gas seeks the highest permeability 385 

pathway available. Therefore, the path taken for generated gas to reach the well is likely more tortuous the 386 

more irregular the hydrate distribution is. Real-world formations also have heterogeneity in a third 387 

dimension not represented in our model further complicating the available pathways for gas flow.  388 
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Independent validation of our results would be provided by using a geologically equivalent laboratory 389 

sample to our modelled reservoir, creating different distributions of synthetic hydrate in this material, then 390 

measuring gas generation for imposed dissociation on these hydrate distributions. Further modelling could 391 

establish if our conclusions hold when modelling dissociation in other hydrate reservoirs.392 

 393 

Figure 11: Hydrate and gas saturations for (a) the layered model shown in Figure 4a after 11 years of production and 394 

(b) the heterogeneous layered model 11 (gas production rate profile shown in Figure 7a) after 11 years of production.   395 

5. Conclusions 396 
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We have used the Mt Elbert site to generate heterogeneous distributions of gas hydrate and assess their 397 

impacts on gas migration through the system and gas production rate with respect to homogeneous 398 

distributions. The conclusions of our analysis are as follows: 399 

  The general evolution over time of the production profile is similar irrespective of the hydrate 400 

distribution but gas production rate can vary by up to ±40% during the first year of production and 401 

by up to ±20% over the remaining production lifespan.  402 

 Differences in mean hydrate saturation between models heavily influence gas production rate in 403 

active systems when differences in mean hydrate saturation between modelled systems exceed 10%.  404 

 For differences in mean hydrate saturation below 10%, hydrate distribution likely dominates gas 405 

production rate variation as the scale of variation in gas production rate between models is larger in 406 

models with heterogeneous distributions of hydrate than with homogenous distributions for the same 407 

hydrate saturation range. 408 

 In high permeability systems  the instantaneous gas production rate is primarily affected by the 409 

amount of hydrate at the dissociation front, suggesting that gas production in these systems has little 410 

memory of the propagation history of the dissociation front. 411 

 Highly heterogeneous distributions of hydrate, including hydrate-free regions, likely generate a more 412 

tortuous migration pathway of generated gas to the well.  413 

 Local large variations in hydrate saturation, such as hydrate-free regions, can be unnoticed when 414 

characterizing the whole hydrate layer, particularly when the hydrate-free region is beyond the 415 

immediate vicinity of the production well, but can affect gas flow in the formation and production 416 

rate for multiple years.  417 

 Heterogeneity in hydrate saturation, results in uncertainty that must be accounted for when 418 

attempting to predict gas production from real world gas hydrate deposits.  419 
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